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HEAD OF DEPARTMENT
MESSAGE
The Graphic Design and Multimedia Department (GDM) welcomes you as part
of it’s vibrant and growing family. The department offers a dynamic program of
study that graduates visual communicators specialized in the field of graphic
design and multimedia. Our undergraduate program is designed to provide
students with a strong foundation on practical skills, design, and conceptual
thinking, as well as a strong theoretical perspective onto the field. The program
is dedicated to graduating designers who are ready for the work field locally
in Saudi Arabia and globally. Thus, the program emphasizes on cross-culture
designs and bilingual typography by incorporating both Arabic and Latin scripts.
Alongside our engaging curriculum, the GDM department is made up of diverse
faculty members who cover a broad aspect of the visual communication fields.
Together, GDM students and faculty are part of the College of Design, which is
a more general college community that has the same mission and perspective.
Today more than ever, our nation is in the middle of many significant changes
and an exciting and promising future. This is an exciting time to be a design
student at the Graphic Design and Multimedia Department and the College
of Design. Welcome aboard!
Sincerely,
Dr. Rezan F. Gassas
Chair of the Graphic Design and Multimedia Department
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1. INTRODUCTION
The College of Design (COD) at Imam Abdulrahman Bin Faisal University (IAU)
is a college for women that is founded on supporting the educational and
intellectual growth of Saudi women by equipping them with excellent design
education. The College is closely tied to the cultural context of the Arab and
Islamic society while simultaneously exposing students to the latest global
trends and technologies. The College prides itself on developing the students’
abilities to expand and develop their creative thought processes and means of
expression. By fostering such skills, it is hoped that they will reconnect to their
rich Islamic heritage.
The College of Design’s methodology is strongly informed by research in all
areas of design and is guided by the practices of quality assurance in higher
education. Its graduates are well versed in the knowledge of design and
expression that caters to not just the local marketplace, but the regional and
international markets as well.1
Since the establishment of the College of Design, Imam Abdulrahman Bin Faisal
University has been able to accept an even higher number of qualified high
school graduates than before. This development is in line with the initiative
of the Saudi Arabian government whose goal is to expand opportunities for
higher education for women throughout the country. The College of Design
accommodates three departments with different programs of study: Bachelor of
Science in 1) Interior Design; 2) Graphic Design and Multimedia and; 3) Industrial
Design Departments. A fourth department of Applied Arts is under planning
and will be opening soon.
The Department of Graphic Design and Multimedia Student Handbook, along
with the College of Design Students Prospectus Handbook (2018), acquaints
students with valuable academic and administrative information about the
College of Design and the Department of Graphic Design and Multimedia. It
aims to enlighten students’ learning experience and to facilitate their progress
in the program from admission through graduation.

1 For more information on the College of Design, visit the College page at the IAU website.
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2. GRAPHIC DESIGN AND MULTIMEDIA
PROGRAM
The Program of Graphic Design and Multimedia is a five-year undergraduate
professional degree with ten design studios to have Bachelor of Science. Each
academic year consists of two semesters. The program is sequenced to provide
systematic learning and to reinforce essential concepts as students proceed
through the program. The undergraduate curricula in design are divided into
two phases, a preparatory year in the Engineering Track that all College of
Design students complete in the first year, followed by four years of the core
program of study.

2.1 MISSION \
The Program of Graphic Design and Multimedia, the first in the region,
is committed to preparing designers and innovators in the field of visual
communication, capable of originating and implementing creative conceptual
designs through high-quality education, research, community partnerships with
a focus on incorporating local to regional cultures contribute in fulfilling the
visual communication needs in the Saudi job market

2.2 PROGRAM GOALS AND OBJECTIVES \
Goal 1: To ensure high quality education and learning excellence
Objectives:
▶▶ Monitor the LO and their appropriateness to the field’s future needs.
▶▶ Provide the students with highly qualified faculty members with diverse specialties and experiences.
▶▶ To continuously improve the standards of teaching strategies and assessment
methods
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Goal 2: To provide visual studio experiences that foster apropriate
design concepts in pursuit of design excellence
Objectives:
▶▶ Provide new and emerging tools and resources that enhances the learning
environment.
▶▶ Reinforce the students’ cognitive skills in applying knowledge from theoretical
courses into practical courses and outcomes
▶▶ Help students to developing their problem-solving skills in the design field.

Goal 3: Promote a design research culture to bridge the gap between
design theory and practice
Objectives:
▶▶ Provide faculty and students with research support, collaboration opportunities
and proper research
▶▶ Promote research activities among faculty, train and encourage them to
publish
▶▶ Encourage research activities among students to publish research and design
outcomes from their courses

Goal 4: To encourage community service activities in various areas with
different stakeholders in the community
Objectives:
▶▶ Encourage students to participate in extra-curricular activities, design competitions, and design events in collaboration with the community.
▶▶ Invite different stakeholders to the college for guest lectures, exhibitions, and
juries to establish strong connections with different organizations in the region.

Goal 5: To inspire the concept of local identity and culture into the
program
Objectives:
▶▶ Encourage students to explore local identity as an influence in their designs.
▶▶ Promote local identity through contemporary interpretations of local culture

2.3 PROGRAM OUTCOMES \
Dominos of Learning

PLO#

Program Learning
Outcomes

K1.1

Recognize the universal
principles and elements
of graphic design
and multimedia and
the theories which
underpin them.

K1.2

Define the foundations
and principles of
typography and
typography design in
Arabic and Latin scripts.

K1.3

Outline key movements
and figures in design
history including graphic
design, multimedia,
typography, advertising,
and printmaking.

C2.1

Develop iterations
and concepts for
design solutions, user
needs, and design
requirements by utilizing
appropriate design
principles and elements
through research.

1. Knowledge

2.Cognitive Skills
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C2.2

Develop capacity for
critical, strategic and
conceptual thinking by
relating the practice
of graphic design
to interdisciplinary
practices including
local and regional
cultures, society, human
factors and social
responsibilities.

C2.3

Recognize the different
roles of the graphic
designer as an author
of creative content
in fundamental skills:
multilingual typography,
form-making, and/
or message-making
across print and
multimedia platforms.

SR3.1

Illustrate the capacity to
develop personal skills
including proficiency,
flexibility, adaptability,
initiative, self-awareness,
and confidence.

2.Interpersonal Skills &
Responsibility

ISR3.2

Use constructive design
critiques and feedback
as a method to further
develop projects using
proper language and
terminology.

ISR3.3

Practice design integrity
by following ethical
and legal design
standards through
learning copyright
laws in the visual
communication field.

CITN4.1

Conduct professional
presentations and
written communication
in an efficient and
skilled manner to
document design
process, outcome
and/or research.

CITN4.2

Operate industry
standard software,
equipment, and tools
to design requirements
across a range of
applications

4. Communication,
Information Technology,
Numerical
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5. Psychomotor
P5.1

Perform analog design
skills through drawings.

2.4 FACULTY \

The faculty of the department of Graphic Design and Multimedia consists of
diverse backgrounds and specialists. They are all driven to pursue innovations
in teaching and research in design that address complex challenges offering
added opportunities to our students.
Name

Academic Rank

Email

Dina Abdelhamid Lutfi

Assistant professor

dalutfi@iau.edu.sa

Maha Zeini Al-Saati

Assistant professor

mzalsaati@iau.edu.sa

Rezan Fouad Gassas

Assistant professor

rfgassas@iau.edu.sa

Aisha Abdulaziz Alafaliq *

Lecturer

Alafaliq@iau.edu.sa

Arwa Mohamed Alshawan

Lecturer

aalshawan@iau.edu.sa

Haya Saad Alyahya

Lecturer

hsalyahya@iau.edu.sa

Hussah Khaled Alotaishan *

Lecturer

halotaishan@iau.edu.sa

Lecturer

malghamdi@iau.edu.sa

Mariam Khaled Aldossary *

Lecturer

mkaldossary@iau.edu.sa

Muzon Wahib Ashgar

Lecturer

mwashgar@iau.edu.sa

Mysan Wahib Ashgar

Lecturer

mwmysan@iau.edu.sa

Nada Abdullah Alabbad *

Lecturer

naalabbad@iau.edu.sa

Noura Abdullah Alkadi *

Lecturer

nalkadi@iau.edu.sa

Mariam Abdulrahman
Alghamdi
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Rawan Bakr Hammad

Lecturer

rbhammad@iau.edu.sa

Sarah Saleh Alseikhan

Lecturer

ssalseikhan@iau.edu.sa

Weam Ahmed Alarfaj

Lecturer

waalarfaj@iau.edu.sa

Alyaa Ali Alqarni *

Teaching Assistant

alaalqarni@iau.edu.sa

Amwaj Ghurmallah Alzahrani * Teaching Assistant

agalzahrani@iau.edu.sa

Anfal Mohammed Alzarraj

Teaching Assistant

amsalzarraj@iau.edu.sa

Arwa Mohamed Alomair *

Teaching Assistant

amomair@iau.edu.sa

Asma Yasser alghamdi

Teaching Assistant

ayalghamdi@iau.edu.sa

Bushra Adel Alsughayer *

Teaching Assistant

balsughayer@iau.edu.sa

Lina Saleh Alabbad *

Teaching Assistant

lalabad@iau.edu.sa

Merhan Hatem Qutub

Teaching Assistant

mhqutub@iau.edu.sa

Roqaia Saied Bahamam *

Teaching Assistant

rbahammam@iau.edu.sa

* Selected faculty are currently on scholarships pursuing higher degrees in different
disciplines (2018).

2.5 PREPARATORY YEAR \

The preparatory year program is based on shared courses in the Engineering
Track that create shared terminologies, experience, and community to expose
students to all disciplines offered within the College of Design. The courses
offered in the preparatory year, including intensive English language, are prerequisites for all of the three departments in the College: Interior Design,
Graphic Design and Multimedia, and Industrial Design. Students must
successfully complete the preparatory year Engineering Track in order to apply
for admission to the Department of Graphic Design and Multimedia.

2.6 ADMISSION TO THE DEPARTMENT OF
GRAPHIC DESIGN AND MULTIMEDIA \
Upon successful completion of the preparatory year and based on the students’
priorities, each department selects student with the highest Accumulative GPA
(Highest weighted ratio) to the number of seats available for the respective
department. On each Academic year the GPA requirement for entry level to
the three departments differs depending on the accumulative GPA of the entire
number of students’ request for each department. All students may select up
to three departments that she is interested in joining and ranking them based
on preference. Minimum requirements for admission to the College of Design
are as follows:
▶▶ Scoring of “B” in the Basic Design Courses in the preparatory year.
▶▶ Passing all courses in the Preparatory Year (Engineering Track).
▶▶ Minimum 3.0 GPA (on the 5.0 GPA scale).

The College of Design enrolls approximately 100 students annually in all of its
programs. There are about 450 undergraduate students in the College, 163 of
which are enrolled in the GDM Program. The numbers vary depending on the
number of applicants. (Data derived from 2018 enrollment).
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2.7 FEEDBACK AND ASSESSMENTS \
The College’s approach supports the opportunities for students to discuss and
critique each other’s work in a supportive environment. It is within the nature of
the Graphic Design and Multimedia program that students receive feedback
throughout the program in the form of individual tutorials, group pin-up
critiques, design juries and general discussions. The College of Design adopts
a college-wide jury procedure for all its design studios assessments. Design
juries are conducted twice per term for design studio courses: mid-semester
and at the end of the semester. The jury includes internal and external jury
members that assess the students’ work in addition to the course instructors.
In addition, the College hosts an annual end of year exhibition that exhibits the
students’ work from all three departments alongside the graduating students
to showcase their work.

2.8 INTERNSHIP PROGRAM \
The internship program is a mandatory 8-week training period (minimum 200
hours) for all students who have successfully completed 90 credit hours of
the design program. The practical training should be in an approved design
office. The basic aim of this program is to enable the interns to acquire more
competence and experience in the different fields of design. It also maximizes
the interns› experience for adjustments to their future role.
During the Internship program, interns remain under direct supervision by
the coordinator of internship program at the College of Design as well as
the design office where training is accomplished. Successful completion of
eight weeks of practical training is a compulsory requirement for granting the
program’s Bachelor Degree.

2.9 GRADUATION AND AWARD OF DEGREE \
Upon successful completion of all graduation requirements according to the
program’s study plan, with a total of 159 credits hours, a degree of Bachelor of
Science in Graphic Design and Multimedia is awarded from Imam Abdulrahman
Bin Faisal University.

3. STUDY PLAN

The following study plan
shows the courses studied
in the Graphic Design
and Multimedia Program
including the preparatory
year and the program’s
core courses.
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1st Term – First Level
Level

PREPARATORY YEAR COURSES

Course Code/No.

Course Name

Credit

Contact
Hours

1

ENGL 101

General English Language

5

20

1

MATH 111

Mathematics 1

3

4

1

ARCH 121

Basic Design Studio 1

3

4

1

LRSK 141

Learning and Searching Skills

2

2

1

PHEDU 162

Health & Physical Education

1

2

Total Credit/Hours for this level

14

32

2nd Term – Second Level
2

ENGL 101

General English Language

2

8

2

ENGL 102

English for Academic and Specific
Purpose

3

12

2

MATH 112

Mathematics 2

3

3

2

ARCH 122

Basic Design Studio 2

3

4

2

PHYS 132

Physics

3

3

2

CMSK 142

Communication Skills

2

2

2

COMP 131

Computer Skills

2

4

Total Credit/Hours for this level

18

36

1st Term – Third Level
Level

SECOND YEAR COURSES

Course No.

Course Title

Credit
Hours

Contact
Hours

3

GRDSG 201

Graphic Design Studio 1

4

8

3

GRDSG 202

Theory of Design

2

2

3

GRDSG 203

Typography 1

3

3

3

GRDSG 204

Computer Applications 1

2

3

3

GRDSG 205

Freehand Drawings

3

4

3

ISLM 271

Faith Morals

2

2

16

22

Total Credit/Hours for this level

2nd Term – Fourth Level
4

GRDSG 208

Graphic Design Studio 2

4

8

4

GRDSG 209

Human Factors in Design

3

3

4

GRDSG 210

Computer Applications 2

2

3

4

GRDSG 211

History of Graphic Design

3

3

4

GRDSG 212

Illustration with Colors

3

4

4

ISLM 272

Social System in Islam

2

2

Total Credit/Hours for this level

17

23
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1st Term – Fifth Level
Level

THIRD YEAR COURSES

Course No.

Course Title

Credit
Hours

Contact
Hours

5

GRDSG 301

Communication Design Studio 1

4

8

5

GRDSG 302

Surface Design

3

4

5

GRDSG 303

Typography 2

3

3

5

GRDSG 304

Contemporary Design and Media

3

3

5

GRDSG 305

Web Design

3

4

Total Credit/Hours for this level

16

22

2nd Term – Sixth Level
6

GRDSG 306

Communication Design Studio 2

4

8

6

GRDSG 307

User Experience Design

3

3

6

GRDSG 308

Photography

3

4

6

GRDSG 309

Production

3

3

6

GRDSG 310

Motion Graphics

3

4

6

GRDSG 333

Practical Training

-

-

16

22

Total Credit/Hours for this level

1st Term – Seventh Level
Level

FOURTH YEAR COURSES

Course No.

Course Title

Credit
Hours

Contact
Hours

7

GRDSG 401

Design Studio: Moving Image

4

8

7

GRDSG 402

Publication Design

3

4

7

GRDSG 403

Advertising and Marketing

3

3

7

GRDSG 404

3D Design

3

4

7

ISLM 273

Economy System in Islam

2

2

Total Credit/Hours for this level

15

21

2nd Term – Eighth Level
8

GRDSG 405

Design Studio: Brand Communication

4

8

8

GRDSG 406

Typography 3

3

4

8

GRDSG 407

Professional Practice in Graphic Design

3

3

8

GRDSG 408

Packaging

3

4

8

GRDSG 409

Media Studies

3

3

8

ISLM 274

Political System in Islam

2

2

Total Credit/Hours for this level

18

24

23

1st Term – Nineth Level
Level

FIFTH YEAR COURSES

Course No.

Course Title

Credit
Hours

Contact
Hours

9

GRDSG 501

Design Studio: Senior Portfolio

4

8

9

GRDSG 502

Visual Merchandising

3

4

9

GRDSG 503

Final Project Research

3

3

9

GRDSG 504

Illustration

3

4

9

GRDSG 551554

Elective

3

3

Total Credit/Hours for this level

16

22

2nd Term – Tenth Level
10

GRDSG 505

Design Studio: Final Project

7

14

10

GRDSG 506

Design Seminar

3

3

10

GRDSG 551554

Elective

3

3

Total Credit/Hours for this level

13
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5. FACILITIES AND RESOURCES
The College of Design is equipped with modern technology tools, such as
smart board technology, computer labs, and wireless internet access. The
College also provides quality printers and fabrication lab (Netaj) to print
and experiment with prototypes using different materials and techniques.
All College facilities are available for the students from all three programs
to use. Also, computer labs are available in two operating systems: Windows
and Mac. In addition to brainstorming rooms, Research Hub, Reading Area,
Auditorium, Library, interactive rooms, and design studios are available in the
college. Students also have access to equipment whenever needed such as
tablets, laptops, projectors, and other design resources and materials. The
College library carries the latest books in the design field. COD students can
use the University’s Girls Central Library located in building 20. Each student is
given an email account to access the e-learning system. Additional resources
are accessible through the e-library services that students can access provided
with a unique username and password.

5.1 BLACKBOARD AND BULLETIN BOARDS
The university uses Blackboard system, which is used for communicating
general messages regarding seminars, practical and theory courses timetable,
student meetings, and changes in program procedures. Each student is given a
university email which must be activated and checked periodically. Students are
responsible for all information conveyed via the official Blackboard. Also, the
college makes use of digital screens, which are visible in the College building
to announce activates, examination schedules, and university announcements.

5.2 OFFICE HOURS

Faculty members have set office hours per week to meet with students. Available
hours are posted outside each faculty member’s office and on Blackboard. On
Design Studio days, instructors are available at the design studios. Students
are encouraged to make appointments whenever possible to have adequate
time with course instructors. Drop in visits during office hours will be handled
on a first-come, first-served basis.
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5.3 PROGRAM EXPENSES

It is essential that Interior Design department students have their own computers
and a subscription to essential software used by the program. A computer with
greater capability (processor speed, RAM, disk capacity) is recommended.
This requirement allows students to gain a level of computer proficiency
and confidence that is essential in practice. The graphic design integrates
computers in virtually every step of the design process from conception to
production and a range of media including print, video, and web.
Subscription to the Adobe Creative Cloud is recommended; students may
consider the purchase of other software to support their particular goals and
learning styles. Other GDM program expenses include printing, materials, and
resources.
Descreption

Personal Computer

Estimated Price

Approximately 3,000 - 10,000 S.R.*

Adobe Creative Cloud Subscription Approximately 150 S.R./month*
Printing

Approximately 500 S.R./semester*

Materials

Approximately 500 S.R./semester*

*All estimates are based on prices in 2018.

A variety of resources for funding students who have concerns over the cost of
financing an educational program in design are available through the office of
financial aid. Any student who needs financial assistance may apply. Information
about your family income and personal resources is used to determine your
financial need. Accordingly, grants and/or loans are offered.

5.4 COLLEGE MAP\
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